Specified Catalogue Nail

Replacement Nail

Face-Mount Hangers

DECK & FENCE HARDWARE

1⁄2")Canadian Limit States Design
16d common
(0.162" x 3—
Simpson Strong-Tie® Wood Construction
Connectors

0.83

0.83

16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")
Fastener Design Information

16d x 2 1⁄2" (0.162" x 2 1⁄2")

1.00

1.00

10d x 1 1⁄2" (0.148" x 1 1⁄2")

0.64

0.77

0.91

0.91

16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")

12d common (0.148" x 3 1⁄4")

In some cases, it is desirable to install Simpson Strong-Tie face-mount joist hangers and straight straps
16dthan
common
(0.162"
x 3 1⁄2")out in the load
16dtable.
spiral (0.152"
x 3cases,
1⁄2")
with nails that are a different type or size
what
is called
In these
these
reduction factors must be applied to the factored resistances listed for the connector.

SIMPSON Z-MAX

10d spiral (0.122" x 3")

Double-shear nailing
shall use full length
common nails

For LUS, HUS, LJS26DS,
0.61
HHUS and HGUS hangers

DECK & CONSTRUCTION HANGERS
16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")

0.61

Resistance Adjustment Factors for Optional Fasteners
12d spiral (0.122" x 3 1⁄4")
Used with Face-Mount Hangers
and
Straps
10d common (0.148"
x 3") Straight 10d
x 2 1⁄2" (0.148" x 2 1⁄2")
Specified Catalogue
Nail
Hurricane

12d10d
common
(0.148"
x 3x1⁄4")
common
(0.148"
3")

10d x 1 1⁄2" (0.148" x 1 1⁄2")
0.83
0.83
10d spiral (0.122" x 3")
Timber

1.00

0.80

0.80

0.77

0.92

®

0.74

0.74

16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")

16d
2 1⁄2" (0.162"
x 2x1⁄2")
8d xcommon
(0.131"
2 1⁄2")

1.00
8d x 1 1⁄2"Post
(0.131" x 1 1⁄2")1.00
Screw

0.85

0.98

16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")

10d
1 1⁄2" (0.148"
x 1x1⁄2")
8d xcommon
(0.131"
2 1⁄2")

0.64
8d spiral (0.110" x 2 1⁄2")0.77

0.64

0.75

16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")

Concealed
Flange Joist
Hanger

16d common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")
10d common (0.148" x 3")

Staircase
10dAngle
common (0.148" x 3")

10d common (0.148" x 3")
10d common (0.148" x 3")
Adjustable

8dStringer
common (0.131" x 2 1⁄2")
Connector

8d common (0.131" x 2 1⁄2")

1.

10d
10dcommon
common(0.148"
(0.148"x 3")
x 3")

0.85

Cap

0.91calculated reduction factors
spiral (0.152"
x 3 1⁄2") factors shown0.91
Double-shear
nailing
Shorternails
screws
1. 16d
Resistance
adjustment
in the table are based on
and are applicable
Shorter
may
Double-shear
nailinguse
for all face mount hangers and straight straps throughout this catalogue, except as noted
in the footnotes
below.
full length
Simpson
Strong
may
not
used
not
bebe
used
as as
shall
use
full length
10d
spiral
(0.122"
x
3")
2. Some products have been tested specifically with alternate fasteners and have reduced capacities
on
double-shear nails
Tie common
#9 orpublished
#10nails
screws
double-shear
0.61
Deck
the specific product page which may0.61
differ from the values calculated
using this table. The values on the product
Joist Tie
12d
spiral
(0.122"
x 3 1⁄4")
page
shall
be used
in lieu of the values calculated using this table.
3. This table does not apply to SUR/SUL/HSUR/HSUL
hangers
or to hangers modified per allowed options or to
0.85
1.00
10d x 2 1⁄2" (0.148" x 2 1⁄2")
connectors made from steel thicker than 10 gauge.
Simpson
Strong
Tie Deck Hardware; requires
for joist nails
in
4.8dUnless
noted
otherwise,
0.80x 21⁄2" or 16d x 21⁄2" nails
0.80may not be substituted
common
(0.131"
x 2 1⁄2") 10d x 11⁄2", 10d
double-shear hangers (i.e. LUS, HUS, HHUS, HGUS). For applications involving pneumatic
nails, refer fasteners
to
specific
for attaching joists &
strongtie.com
information.
0.77
0.92
10d
x 1 1⁄2" (0.148" for
x 1 additional
1⁄2")
Framing
hangers,
in LSSU.
order to pass building codes.
face
nails
on
slope
and
skew
combinations
or
skewed
only
LSU
and
5. Do not substitute 10d x 1 1⁄2" nails for
Retrofit
Angle
Post Base
10d straps
spiral (0.122"
x 3")
0.74
0.74
6. For
installed
over sheathing use
a 2 1⁄2" long nail minimum.

WOODY'S TIP!

8d x 1 1⁄2" (0.131" x 1 1⁄2")

0.85
Rebar

8d spiral (0.110" x 2 1⁄2")

Saddle
0.64

Standoff
Post Base

Standoff
Post Base

Carport

0.98

Post Cap

0.75

Fastening
Resistance adjustment factors shown
in the table are based onIdentification
calculated reduction factors and are applicable

Hangers marked
"L" require a
#9 Fastener.

Hangers marked
"A" require a
#10 Fastener.

Hangers marked
"H" require a
#10 Fastener.

Shorter nails may

For more details, go to: www.strongtie.com/resources/literature/wood-construction-connectors-catalog-cn
not be used as

for all face mount hangers and straight straps throughout this catalogue, except as noted in the footnotes below.
2. Some products have been tested specifically with alternate fasteners and have reduced capacities published on
the specific product page which may differ from the values calculated using this table. The values on the product
page shall be used in lieu of the values calculated using this table.
3. This table does not apply to SUR/SUL/HSUR/HSUL hangers or to hangers modified per allowed options or to
connectors made from steel thicker than 10 gauge.
4. Unless noted otherwise, 10d x 1 1⁄2", 10d x 2 1⁄2" or 16d x 2 1⁄2" nails may not be substituted for joist nails in
Obround
HolespneumaticHexagonal
Round
Holes
double-shear
hangers (i.e.
LUS,
HUS,
HGUS).
involving
nails, refer toHoles
Ideal
for deck, gazebo
and
fence
toHHUS,
protect
you For applications
strongtie.com for additional information.
Purpose: To make
Purpose: To fasten
Purpose: To fasten a
from the sun or the rain in the summer,
while
fastening
a
connector
a
connector.
connector
concrete
and
LSSU.
5. Do not substitute 10d x 1 1⁄2" nails for face nails on slope and skew combinations or skewed only LSU to
allowing you to take advantage of
the outdoors.
in a tight location
or masonry.
FillaRequirements:
6. For straps installed over sheathing use
2 1⁄2" long nail minimum.
easier.
Always fill, unless
Fill Requirements:
Fill Requirements:
noted otherwise.
Always fill when
Always fill.
fastening a connector
to concrete or masonry.

DECK SUNBLIND
SYSTEM

double-shear nails

STEEL CONNECTOR PLATES

THE BEST LEVELLING
SOLUTION!

New!

Fastening Identification

Economical and robust, this plate enables
a transom to be firmly fixed to a post.
Pilot
Diamond Holes
hole

Triangular Holes

Purpose: To
temporarily fasten a
connector to make
installing it easier.
Fill Requirements:
None.

Purpose: To increase
a connector’s strength
or to achieve max.
strength.
Fill Requirements:
When the Designer
specifies max. nailing.

Pilot Holes
Tooling holes for
manufacturing purposes.
Khaki
Black required.
No fasteners

NICHIGO G-TAPE®

Round Holes
Purpose: To fasten
a connector.
Fill Requirements:
Always fill, unless
noted otherwise.

• Protect your investment! Use GTape® over your joists & beams.
• The seal will remain even after a screw penetrates it.
• Helps preventNailing
water from seeping down
the Strong-Grip
screw
™
Speed Prongs
Dome Nailing
Positive Angle
Double-Shear
ITS/IUS
Pilotyour joists or beams
& rotting the inside of
Diamond
Triangular Holes
Obround Holes
Hexagonal Holes
Nailing (PAN)
Used to temporarily
This feature guides
the Holes
The nail is installed into the joist and
The Strong-Grip™ seat allows
hole

Purpose:
increase
Purpose: To make
position and secure
nail into
joist
and To
Purpose: To
fasten
a
header, distributing the load through
I-joist to “snap”6"
in securely
2" xthe65'
Provided
when
wood
x 65'
The
Leveller
is Purpose:
the
best To
solution
for the
adjustable
temporarily
a points on each joist nail for greater
aoccur,
connector’s
strength
fastening a connector
the connector connector
for easier to concrete
header at a 45°
angle. fastentwo
without the(Beams)
need for joist
nails.
splitting
may
and
(Joists) 067-5030
067-5035
levelling
for
any
posts,
steps,
decks
and
patios.
Pilot
Holes
connector to make
or to achieve max.
in a tight location
and faster installation.
or masonry.
strength. Double-shear nailing must
to speed installation.
U.S. Patent 5,603,580
It
is
strong,
quick
and
easy
to
adjust
and
level
Tooling
holes
for
installing
it
easier.
strength.
easier.
be full-length catalogue nail.
Fill Requirements:
almost any project
where the base is uneven,
manufacturing purposes.
Fill Requirements:
Fill Requirements:
Fill 28
Requirements:
Always fill when
No fasteners required.
or heaves.
None.
When the Designer
Always fill.
fastening asettles,
connector
specifies max. nailing.
to concrete or masonry.

ECO SPIKE
Ground spike for
4" x 4" square post
Speed Prongs
Used to temporarily
position and secure
the connector for easier
and faster installation.

28

Positive
Angle
Use: Fences
Nailing (PAN)

less Dome
thanNailing
This feature guides the
60"
high,
mail
boxes,
nail into the joist and
Provided when wood
signs
header at a 45° angle.
splitting
mayetc.
occur, and
to speed installation.

U.S. Patent 5,603,580

DECK SUPPORTS

Adjustable
Deck Support
3-1/2" Post
3-3/8" W X 12 - 15"
L Double-Shear
X 1/8" Thick Nailing
The nail is installed into the joist and
2725
Lb. Steel
header, distributing the load through

two points on each joist nail for greater

strength. Double-shear nailing must
#2116408
be full-length catalogue nail.

2499 7499

Adjustable Support 66
for 6" x 6" posts.
For decks, balconies &
sheds. Allow to adjust the
™
deck
following
movement
ITS/IUS
Strong-Grip
caused
by the™freezing
The Strong-Grip
seat allows&
the I-joist of
to “snap”
in securely
thawing
the ground.
without the need for joist nails.

#2116853

Efficient And
Economical. Does
not require digging
or pouring concrete.
Easy to install; drive
in the ground using a
drive block & attach a
square post. Its blades
anchor it solidly.

#2116879

Need Specialty Deck Hardware? Go to: PYLEX.COM We can special order for you!

EDMONTON - CLAREVIEW

5255 - 128th Ave. • Tel: 478-9663 (FAX: 478-9064)

Toll Free: 1-888-898-4999 • www.windsor-edmonton.com • info@windsor-edmonton.com

ALL THE GREAT PRODUCTS A
REGULAR WINDSOR PLYWOOD
STORE OFFERS PLUS GREAT
SAVINGS ON CLEARANCE
CENTER PRODUCTS!

CLICK TO OUR WEBSITE FOR GREAT SAVINGS ON 100’S OF ITEMS & LOADS OF INFORMATION!
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Tie

Knee-Brace
16d
common (0.162" x 3 1⁄2")
Stabilizer

Slopeable Joist
HurricaneStraight
Tie
Replacement
Nail
Face-Mount
Hangers
10d
common (0.148"
x 3")
8d common
(0.131" x 2 1⁄2") Straps
Hanger
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Fasteners

10d common (0.148" x 3")

®

Straight Straps

